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>> From the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. 

 

 

>> Do you ever get shot at while you're driving the truck? 

>> No I didn't. A few of my fellow buddies did [inaudible]. They say life expectancy of a truck driver in 

Vietnam-- 

>> Is that true? 

>> It's very, very true. It's like, you go to an amusement park and you have the ducks going along in the 

line, you're shooting down and that's about the size of a truck driver in Vietnam. If you are not doing that 

then you are doing duty that is comparable and be carrying explosives. So, I have a picture here that I can 

just kind of show you of-- 
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>> This is like the--when we ride on convoys and our convoys always have machine gunners every fifth 

truck. We ride about 30, 40 truck convoy. We have maybe three tanks, three tanks at the beginning of the 

convoy, maybe two tanks in the middle of convoy and two or three tanks at the end of the convoy. Above 

our heads we have these helicopters, the Cobras, Huey gunships. 

>> They fly over you guys every time? 

>> Every time we go out on convoy, they fly with us. We call the suicide convoy because the last time on 

these convoys, if I can't see well the pictures we have with the artillery rounds, ammunition at the back of 

the trucks. And if one of the--if a round hits one of the artillery rounds, something like that, the whole 

convoy goes up in a row. We also have aviation fuel [inaudible] helicopters and this was an everyday 

thing, 365 days of the year we run convoys. There was no Sunday, Monday, or Tuesday. 

>> Everyday. 

>> We never keep track of the day, just the survival every day. 

>> How do you cope of that, knowing that everyday just trying to survive? 

>> Well, something you don't learn from school is something that you get into and once that's--your mind 

has to get--you have to go into a cold mind, you know why I say that, you know if a buddy of yours gets 

shot, you feel--we have some guys flip out and most of you see this happened day in day out, other--the 

enemy get to fill--there are bodies laying here and there. Your mind starts to get cold. 

>> Do you ever just desensitize to it? 

>> Right. 

>> Anytime yourself to do that. 

>> Yes, it's ready you know--it's a common fact that it's like smoking a cigarette butt, you know. 

>> Every day? 

>> Everyday, it was doing a--this truck driving, we run 18-hour days. In the Marine Corps you're 

guaranteed one hour sleep a day, one meal. 

>> Everyday that's all you got? 

>> Everyday. That's what you are guarantee, so this is all part of the training that we got. It wasn't really 

the training. When we went to boot camp we got three meals a day. Once they say you hit Vietnam, 

you're guaranteed one meal a day and that was it. One hour of sleep a day. Some days I would go for two, 

sometimes three days without getting asleep. 

>> How do you work with like that, nothing rest there [inaudible]? 

>> If you got a little man called Charlie chasing you, you don't worry about sleep. 
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